(A14) Scheduler
In Rules Engine, addCouponToSet(Study, Coupon) is called.

For each rule in the set, call the rule's notifyCouponAdded(coupon).

In notifyCouponAdded(coupon), create a Trigger object by passing in a coupon.
Then call SimEnt's send(SimEnt destination, Event, time, and IScheduler).

In send method, scheduler's register(registrar, target, event and time) is called.

In register method, call scheduler's registerEvent(registrar, target, event and time).

In registerEvent, create a new GUID, calculate delivery time,
create a new eventHandle by passing in registrar, target, event, delivery time, and GUID.
Finally, put the eventHandle into a linked blocking queue.

Meanwhile, in a separate thread that rules engine created
, the scheduler's run_realTimeAsync(speed) is executing.

In a do-while loop,
1) Get the evenHhandle object from the queue.
2) Create an action intent with action code SCHEDULER_ACTION and class set to LockBroadcastRev.
3) Put the GUId in the eventHandle as an extra.
4) Create a pending intent by calling getBroadcast(context, requestCode, actionIntent, flag).
5) Calculate wait time by using delivery time and time now.
6) Set an alarm using the pending intent.
7) Insert the eventHandle into a hashmap of GUID to EventHandles.
8) Insert the pending intent into a hashmap of GUID to PendingIntents.

In LockBroadcastRec's onReceive(context, intent),
initialize the scheduler if necessary, and then
execute scheduler.job(GUID).

In the scheduler's job(GUID) method,
check that the GUID to EventHandle hashmap has GUID key from the parameter.

Has

Does NOT have

Check GUID prefix against current system count in database.
Call deregister(eventHandle), which calls cancelTimers(eventHandle).
CancelTimer removes the GUID to eventHandle and GUID to pendingIntent
pairs from the two hashmaps
and cancels the alarm that was set earlier.

prefix < count

Log warning that intent is
coming from previous session.
In a separate thread, process the eventHandle by calling
the event's entering method and
letting the target and registrar know of the event firing.

else

Throw run time exception and break.

